
Enamelled Cast Iron: For absolute cooking pleasure !

Since 1925, Le Creuset has designed and manufactured its enamelled cast iron 
cookware at their foundry in Fresnoy-le-Grand, Northern France. From here this 
famous, brightly coloured cookware travels to all corners of the globe, so that 
now Le Creuset is as common place in a Japanese kitchen as one in Europe. 

At the heart of all its shapes lies the innovative spirit of design functionality and 
today the range it offers is unique. There is a piece for almost every recipe and 
for every family - however large or small.

Le Creuset is simply dedicated to cooking

Why choose Le Creuset ?

Unrivalled taste

Le Creuset cast iron cookware slowly and evenly absorbs heat from its 
surroundings, and transmits it in the same fashion to the food it is cooking. In this 
way the natural flavours of the ingredients are blended to their full potential

Optimal hygiene

The smooth glass like enamel finish has been vitrified at extremely high 
temperatures. It will not absorb flavours, odours, or colours and is safe to use for 
all marinating or storing of food in the refrigerator or freezer

Easy to clean

Each piece is completely covered in vitreous enamel. This smooth surface is not 
only easy to cook on, but is simplicity itself to clean



Exceptional durability

Over the centuries cast iron has been recognised for its durability and is one of the 
oldest materials used for cooking utensils. Whether today's cooking is slow and 
gentle, or searingly hot each piece will retain its shape and perfect cooking 
function.
Due to its exceptional heat retaining qualities cast iron stays hot for a long time. in 
the kitchen this allows lower cooking temperatures to be used, or turning off the 
heat before the recipe is complete. At the dining table the retained heat keeps 
food hot for second servings

Compatibility with all heat sources
Le Creuset cast rion cooks equally well on any heat source, in any oven, under any 

grill, on the barbecue or the improvised beach fire. Its smooth enamelled base 
makes it ideally suited to modern glass topped hobs: ceramic, halogen or 

induction

A wide range of shapes, sizes and colours
Whatever the recipe, the size of family, or the home decor, Le Creuset 

has a piece to suit
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